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About 200 million people speak Indonesian as the first or second language in Indonesia. Indonesian is an Austronesian language that is very similar to the Malay language spoken in Malaysia, Singapore and Brunei. The Indonesian language is also considered a working language in East Timor. This free Indonesian textbook was written by Vremita Desectia, a native Indonesian
speaker.Need more Indonesian? Try audio and video tutorials on IndonesianPod101.com Indonesian Lessons Index Review of Indonesian main Indonesian phrases Everyday Indonesian phrases Addressing people in Indonesian Topic of Pronouns in Indonesian Indonesian Articles and Nouns Indonesian Demonstrative Verb Be in Indonesian Possession in Indonesian Verbs in
Indonesian - Present, Past, Future Tenses Denial in Indonesian , languages and nationalities in the Indonesian Indonesian family of members and animals of the Indonesian school and profession of Indonesian phrases restaurant, hotel, and city indonesian phrases Dating and love of Indonesian prefixes, suffixes and circumfixes In the twenty-first century, multilingualism becomes
the norm. It is estimated that more than half of the world's population is at least bilingual, and this figure is growing. So where do you fit into this changing world? Do you consider yourself part of the world's vibrant citizens, or stuck on a shrinking monolingual island? The real question should be: why not learn another language? If you are at all curious about the world beyond your
own daily routine, speaking Indonesian (or any other language other than your native language) can renew your life by empowering your career, life, travel, friendship, adventure and love. The more languages you speak, the more your world becomes. And there's absolutely no reason to despair, or to tell yourself that you don't have the talent to do it. The idea that only children
can become bilingual is just a myth. You can learn to speak a different language regardless of your age or education; maybe you'll never be mistaken for a native speaker, but you'll be able to communicate - and that's what the languages are for. Speaking a language is a connection, not perfection. So let's ask a new question: who do you want to contact? Learning Indonesian is
more than a bunch of words and rules, how to bring these words together; it's a different world. Speaking Indonesian (or Bahasa Indonesia as it is also known) gives you access to the world of over 160 million speakers across Southeast Asia. Among them only 23 million speak it like their mother but for the remaining 140 million Bahasa Indonesia is the lingua franc of the entire
archipelago. Indonesian is a standardized form of Malay, one of the most widely spoken languages in the Austronesian language family. When Indonesia declared its independence from the Netherlands in 1945, Malay was chosen as the official language. The country itself is scattered across thousands of islands and hundreds of different languages. The standardized Malay,
remade Bahasa Indonesia, binds the archipelago nation together. There is basically no intersection between English and Indonesian in terms of vocabulary or grammar, but the language is still relatively easy to pick up. With a small vocabulary and simple spelling, Bahasa Indonesia may be the easiest non-Indo-European language for a native English speaker to master.
Indonesian is the most widely spoken Austronesian language. Understanding this will give you a start if you also want to learn any of the other languages spoken in Southeast Asia and Oceania, like Tagalog, Maori or Hawaiian. Because Indonesian uses the same alphabet as English, this is a good place to start if you want to learn the dominant language of the Pacific Island
family. With Babbel, you can learn Indonesian without going to classes, hiring a tutor or investing in expensive software. For an affordable monthly subscription, you have access to hundreds of hours of interactive courses that you speak directly from the first lesson. Integrated Babbel Speech Recognition can even help you improve your pronunciation. We regularly add courses, so
opportunities to learn and improve are constantly growing. And if you have an iPhone, Android, or Windows 8 phone the key to speaking Indonesian is already in your pocket. The benefits of having a bit of Indonesian in your conversational repertoire will open the world to you on several levels: For business - being bilingual is not only good for your resume, it can change your
career. As lingua franca is the fourth most populous country in the world, knowing some Indonesian can be extremely profitable for those doing business in this region of the world. Indonesia is the largest economy in southeast Asia and a fast-growing industrial country. Trade between the U.S. and Indonesia is billions each year. Because so few non-Indonesians say Bahasa
Indonesia language learning can give you a rare skill and make you a sought-after specialist. Travel - Java, Borneo, Bali and the 13,463 other islands that make up the Indonesian archipelago offer a textbook definition of recreation. In terms of natural environment and culture, Indonesia is one of the most diverse places on earth. White sand beaches, coral reefs, emerald seas,
rainforests volcanoes attract millions of divers, surfers and tourists every year. 300 unique cultures, cultures, Indonesia homes offer a staggering range of wonders to experience, from temples to festivals to really good cuisine. When you can speak Indonesian the country opens up to you in a way that monolingual foreigners could never even guess. Living abroad - When you
speak Indonesian well enough to travel without a phrasebook in hand, the idea of staying longer in Indonesia can be tempting. The capital, Jakarta, offers opportunities for students looking for a semester abroad and professionals looking for new opportunities in a dynamic and fast-growing economy, while quieter corners of the archipelago are tempting destinations for retirees in
search of low prices and a warmer climate. Brain Training - Even if you decide to only learn Indonesian as a hobby, knowing multiple languages will keep your brain healthy and agile, even in old age. This is because knowledge of another language creates a different network of connections between neurons. The higher your neural interconnectivity, the better your memory and
problem-solving skills. Indonesian culture, unfiltered - Indonesia is home to a fascinating mix of cultures with two continents and hundreds of indigenous traditions, sometimes existing side by side, but just as often mixed into some new hybrid. If you want to get into Gamelan and Kroncong music, understand the stories told in Wayang Shadow Puppet Theatre, study martial arts
Pencak Silat or Tarung Derajat, or learn how to really cook a rendang by speaking Indonesian will allow you to participate more directly. Knowledge of the language will also give you unfiltered access to Indonesian literature and film. And if you have Indonesian roots, learning the language will help you illuminate your heritage. Ways to learn Indonesian While Indonesian is not a
widely studied language in the United States there are still many ways to learn it: In class learning with a teacher and other students is the most traditional approach to learning the language. Many Americans have already learned the language this way in high school, though often not with the best results. Many people who are motivated to become free believe that classes offer a
good balance between learning a language and being able to listen and speak. Private tutor training one-on-one with the teacher allows for fully tailored learning experience and more opportunities for practice to speak. Compared to a class where a teacher has to share attention among dozens of students, private learning usually produces faster results. However, private tuition is
not cheap; You should be willing to pay a high hourly rate for an experienced teacher. Audio courses and CDs For people with money to burn out on language learning, but not enough time to perform traditional methods, multimedia courses are alternative -- whether you practice listening to listen talking to compact ministers in the car, or using interactive courses on your home
computer in your spare time. The main drawback of these methods is the high front cost and material that can quickly become obsolete. Online Indonesian online training courses have made tremendous progress in the last few years and has become a viable alternative to more traditional forms of learning. This is becoming the norm for people with very little time or money to save
who still want to make progress with their learning. Compared to the above method, online subscription-based programs are constantly updated, improved and added courses that do not require the purchase of a new module. Pay or not pay? What do the methods mentioned above have in common? They all cost money. For thrifty people who have a little more patience and
motivation than the average learner, there are ways to learn Indonesian for free: Tandem Partners Tandem Learning is a method where two people who want to learn each other's languages take turns as a teacher and as a student. For example: if you meet for two hours, you can speak Indonesian for one hour and then switch to English within the next hour, so you both get some
practice. But keep in mind, just because someone is a native speaker doesn't mean they are a good teacher. This can still be a good option once you already know some Indonesian and just want to practice, but you should be prepared to teach a colleague English. Tandems are free for both parties, but significant commitment times. The dive is OK, so it's only free if you don't
consider airfare or room and board, but nothing will help you become free as living in Indonesia. But immersion is not a magic bullet. If you haven't arrived, at least with some knowledge of Indonesian vocabulary and grammar, passive listening won't be easy and won't make you free without further study. Before you take the big plunge, you can simulate immersion streaming
Indonesian radio and television online, watch Indonesian movies and do multimedia lessons online. Library Books If you are a real self-starter, then you don't need more than an Indonesian grammar book, dictionary and some vocab books to start learning the language. Books can make you read Indonesian after a lot of study, but don't help with listening to understanding or
talking. Free online courses and mobile apps there are hundreds of ways to learn Indonesian for free online. From Indonesian grammar to wiki online courses, there is no shortage of information out there, but it is often presented in a cluttered and inconsistent way that is harder to read than grammar Some websites offer free interactive educational material like Duolingo and
Memrise, but programs like these focus on writing and reading through listening and talking. They also rely heavily on user-generated content, which means quality quality and the accuracy of the information is not verified. You can learn Indonesian online for free, but be prepared to deal with language lessons that are boring, inflexible, too simple, poorly designed, or still littered
with ads. Learning Indonesian with Babbel Training with Babbel costs you less per month than your morning coffee, ad free and was made by a team of language experts, teachers and designers - so you are guaranteed a high quality learning experience for the best value. Here at Babbel we believe that the key to effectively learning Indonesian, or any language, is fun.
Commitment and discipline will always be important factors, but real participation is what helps you retain information and maximize your learning potential. Here's what you can expect from the online Indonesian program Babbel: Cover all four aspects of language acquisition - listen, read, write and speak - with fully interactive multimedia lessons. Speech recognition even helps
improve pronunciation. iOS and Android apps are fully integrated with the web app. Your progress is stored in the cloud and synchronized on all devices, so you can find out anytime, anywhere. Set your own pace and find out what has to do with the courses organized by topic and topic. Regular course updates and new lessons, so you always have access to the freshest, freshest
materials. The Babbel community allows you to connect with other users so you can practice your Indonesian language with native speakers or other students. All the content you cover is stored in your review manager, where you can continue to practice and improve what you've learned, even if you choose not to continue your paid subscription. Don't like the service? We offer a
20-day guarantee of reverse money - no questions asked. Try a free Indonesian lesson with Babbel and see for yourself how enjoyable learning can be. Be. indonesian language lessons online free. indonesian language lessons perth. indonesian language lessons melbourne. indonesian language lessons near me. free indonesian language lessons
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